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About This Game

Glitches are trapped in the city! Go city witch, fly between rooftops to light the ancient runes of power. Light them to complete
the ritual and set the glitches free.

Beware! Glitches take on many forms. They haunt the rooftops as traps, spooks, and dark things that skitter. Scaredy cats will
block your path and fearsome beasts will face you. Learn their movements to outwit them, and you'll progress to new cities with

new challenges.

Cityglitch is a game of small, bite-sized puzzles. Take turns moving around the board as glitches move and react to you. If a
glitch catches you it will restart the level, but don't worry, with each attempt you'll learn more clues to complete it. Cityglitch

starts with simple puzzles but ramps up quickly to challenge you!

How to play:

Each puzzle is a 5x5 board of tiles

Press on your character to see available moves

Click to move to any tile that you can reach

You can move any number of tiles in a straight line (like a queen in chess)

Pass over runes to light them

Light all the runes to complete the level

Avoid enemies by understanding their movements

Use UNDO to go back one turn
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Use RESTART to try the level again

Complete levels in the fewest possible turns to master them

Features:

Simple point and click controls

Easy to play but offers deep challenge

95 tricky levels across 7 cities

Fierce boss encounters

Big shimmering pixels and glitchy shaders

Synthy atmospheric soundtrack

Steam achievements

Optional turn count display with mastery goal

Optional low graphics mode, with reduced shimmering

Easily resizable window: play while watching streams or queueing for games
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Developer Note:

Mindfungus is four friends making games together. We like to make small games with our weird art and music. If you like retro
puzzle games with vibrant pixels, simple movement and devious challenge then Cityglitch is for you.

If you have any problems playing the game or just want to say hi then hit us up on the forums, twitter, or our website. Thanks
for reading, we hope you enjoy the game.
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crime city glitch. cerulean city glitch. viridian city glitch. speed city glitch. city glitch effect. mad city glitch. city glitch
aesthetic. electro city glitch. city glitch android. smashy city glitch. calebcity glitch. airport city glitch. arkham city glitch. city
glitch apk. pocket city glitch. simcity glitch. bit city glitch. end city glitch. lumiose city glitch. city glitch. city glitch gif. meep
city glitch. forgotten city glitch. dragon city glitch. diamond city glitch. crowd city glitch. blackwater city glitch. neon city glitch.
ghost city glitch. jubilife city glitch. mafia city glitch. hidden city glitch. super city glitch. city glitch game. lego city glitch.
sunset city glitch. vice city glitch

U have potato pc? Need to chill'n netflix? Dis nibba\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game is 4 u digga wigga! Buy it! ^^.
aweful mechanics. good game upvoted +1. A bit tougher and deeper than the first one but enjoyable nonetheless.. This game is
actually a bit fun and simple to learn how to play. Worth a shot.. Game is quite fun but it doesn't come without its drawbacks. It
is fun and good for just normal driving IF you are left hand drive. Right hand drive is limited which sucks for people like me in
the UK. There are only 2 RHD cars and there is only Australia as a RHD map. The sound is off to say the least as well. But if
you are in the USA or don't care about which side of the road you drive on then this game is a lot of fun especially with
workshop addons. This game definately has potential to be a lot better in the future.
. The most boring P&C I have played in the last few years. Guess the Wadjet Eye style is not my cup of vodka. Slow,
uninteresting and forgettable characters, boring story, not very puzzle heavy, 08/15 art style & engine. Plus, it is way too clean
and tame to be cyberpunk. Sci-fi yes, cyberpunk no. Meh.. A nice educational game.
It helped me understanding the Japanese language a bit better than I've understood it so far.
In addition, the memorizing game helped me remembering some of the pronounces better :)
And all of that just for $5!!

Really recommended!. Wonderful Game!. A very promising game. Sorta like FTL and XCOM had a baby.
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Fun fps shooter and I like how they handled respawns. This is the finale of the Ashes of Immortality trilogy. It tries to blend all
the threads left from the previous two volumes together and wrap them up. It does this well enough. Gameplay is similar to the
prior two volumes, the plot is decent enough and the characters are amusing. Actually, there is an undertone of humor and 4th-
Wall breaking in the game, so...

Anyway, if you've made it this far in this series, may as well finish it.. Beat the game in 1.5 hrs.

For serious gamers: Add endless mode plz, otherwise barely worth 10$ for me.

For Children, teens and casual gamers: Buy it now!

Pros:
  - Stunning flattened aesthetic
  - Educational for mental arithmetic

Cons:
  - Low replayability. This is exactly what I wanted,

BUT

The UK version with Paul Kaye is sooooo much better.

O, how I wish they would release that version.

Hint, ferking, hint!!. Never ever been a fan of oldschool, 2D, platformers, BUT! got this pice of game, i just had to try it AND!
i cant seem to stop, its fun, its frustrating, its a pain in the a... but after enough of fails and curses, it actualy moves on.

The only problem is that if you die, you have to start way back at the starting point, and once again lure the same traps/puzzles
again. The timing on different traps are not synchronized, so you really have to be on an alert, not just count 1-2-3-jump.

So if you like 2D puzzles - Get a great braintwister here!!
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